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Abstract

Postural muscle activity precedes voluntary movements of the upper limbs. The traditional view of this activity is that it antici-
pates perturbations to balance caused by the movement of a limb. However, findings from reach-based paradigms have shown
that postural adjustments can initiate center of mass displacement for mobility rather than minimize its displacement for stability.
Within this context, altering reaching distance beyond the base of support would place increasing constraints on equilibrium dur-
ing stance. If the underlying composition of anticipatory postural activity is linked to stability, coordination between muscles (i.e.,
motor modules) may evolve differently as equilibrium constraints increase. We analyzed the composition of motor modules in
functional trunk muscles as participants performed multidirectional reaching movements to targets within and beyond the arm’s
length. Bilateral trunk and reaching arm muscle activity were recorded. Despite different trunk requirements necessary for suc-
cessful movement, and the changing biomechanical (i.e., postural) constraints that accompany alterations in reach distance, non-
negative matrix factorization identified functional motor modules derived from preparatory trunk muscle activity that shared
common features. Relative similarity in modular weightings (i.e., composition) and spatial activation profiles that reflect movement
goals across tasks necessitating differing levels of trunk involvement provides evidence that preparatory postural adjustments
are linked to the same task priorities (i.e., movement generation rather than stability).

NEW & NOTEWORTHY Reaching within and beyond arm’s length places different task constraints upon the required trunk
motion necessary for successful movement execution. The identification of constant modular features, including functional mus-
cle weightings and spatial tuning, lend support to the notion that preparatory postural adjustments of the trunk are tied to the
same task priorities driving mobility, regardless of the future postural constraints.

coordination; motor module/synergy; postural adjustment; reach; trunk muscles

INTRODUCTION

When executing goal-directed arm movements during
stance, humans must coordinate the voluntary component
of the action (i.e., the reaching armmovement and focal arm
muscle activity) with the accompanying postural adjust-
ments in the trunk and lower limbs. It is known that the cen-
tral nervous system (CNS) does this by activating postural
muscles in advance of themovement. Traditionally, this pos-
tural activity has been attributed to counteracting the self-

generated disturbance to the balance caused by the upcom-
ing movement (1–3). In contrast, other studies have argued
that the spatiotemporal patterns of muscle activity in both
the upper and lower limbs prepare and assist the desired vol-
untary action (4–8). Often the experimental paradigms used
to produce these opposing interpretations of preparatory
mechanisms have incorporated different involvement of the
trunk segment for task execution (i.e., arm-raise vs. whole-
body reaching). Despite the trunk’s role as a linkage between
focal and postural segments, the preparatory activity of
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trunk musculature has received less attention. This is sur-
prising considering the inertial properties of the trunk and
the consequences of trunkmotion to postural stability.

Recently, we have shown that for reaching during stand-
ing, preparatory muscle activity specifically of the trunk
muscles is directionally “tuned” to movements of the center
of mass (CoM) and trunk in the direction of the target (9)
rather than limiting its displacement. This would suggest
that the explicit task requirements determine the involve-
ment of muscles deemed “postural” for their efficient com-
pletion. In fact, modularity within the CNS has been shown
to drive CoM displacement in nonstepping and stepping per-
turbations that brake and push the CoM, respectively, and
shared modules are evident across reactive balance and gait
tasks (10, 11). The constancy of motor modules across seem-
ingly dichotomous functional outcomes (i.e., opposing CoM
displacement goals) reiterates the potential lack of distinc-
tion between stability and movement often considered in
traditional control theories. One way to explore this concept
is to examine whether the characteristics of preparatory
motor activity before voluntary movement changes as a
function of the postural demands of the task.

Motor modularity or muscle synergies have been used to
interpret the structure and coordination of activation pat-
terns across multiple muscles during a range of complex vol-
untary and automatic postural tasks (e.g., reaching: 12–15,
locomotion: 10, 16, balance perturbations: 17–20; for review,
see Refs. 21 and 22). The origins of modularity have been
linked to a “wired” organization of the neuromuscular sys-
tem, whereby a group of muscles can be called upon with
their level of activation being modulated together to produce
various behavioral tasks (23, 24). The identification of motor
modules can follow certain movement parameters of reach-
ingmovements, for example, direction and speed (12, 14, 15).

Within the context of changing balance constraints, motor
modularity may highlight the strategies the CNS uses to
ensure equilibriumwhile a voluntary movement is executed.
For instance, if the motor activity (both focal arm activity
and postural trunk activity during reaching) occurring
beforemovement onset is tied to themaintenance of equilib-
rium, the expression of modularity may follow changes in
equilibrium demands. Figure 1 provides a schema of the pre-
dictions that may be made to the composition of module
weightings (Wi) and their spatial tuning (Ci) as the contribu-
tion of the trunk segment to the reach movement increases
(e.g., from a target reach distance of 70% to 130%).

Given that we have shown that 1) the spatial organization
of preparatory trunk muscle activity is tied to voluntary
movement direction (9) and 2) global preparatory postural
activity remains similar under postural challenges that con-
strain CoM displacement (6), the expression of modularity
across muscles may also follow the movement-related com-
ponent of the action (Fig. 1, Movement Goals). As such, pos-
tural and focal muscles would act as one functional unit to
ensure smooth posture and movement coordination (25–27),
promoting the notion of mobility as the purpose of postural
control (for review, see Ref. 28) and express similar weight-
ings and coefficients with increasing trunk contributions.
Alternatively, similar module weightings may be used, with
their spatial tuning opposing the action of target motion
(and underlying the increased stability requirements

irrespective of trunk involvement—see Fig. 1, Stability
Goals) for the traditional purposes of CoM minimization.
Finally, task demands may be reflected by altered module
weightings or spatial tuning that represent a shift from sta-
bility-driven to goal-driven motion as trunk involvement
becomes a necessary component of task execution (Fig. 1,
Task Demands).

Therefore, we examined these predictions within the
structure of preparatory motor activity as trunk involve-
ment for task attainment was increased when reaching
moves from within to beyond arm’s length. If preparatory
activity reflects movement goals that remain similar
across tasks and are prioritized above balance require-
ments, we expect the composition of motor modules to
display shared features across reaching distances linked to
driving CoM displacement. Alternatively, if a preparatory
activity indicates changing needs from postural stability
to movement generation (as reaching distance progresses
beyond arm’s length), motor module composition and
muscle directional tuning would reflect opposing CoM dis-
placement requirements.

METHODS

Participants

Five (3 males, 2 females) healthy right-hand dominant par-
ticipants, without any known neurological, visual, or orthope-
dic impairments, were recruited from the university student
population (mean age: 28.4±8.8 yr; mean height: 1.76±0.06
m; mean weight: 71.6± 10.1 kg). Participants gave written
informed consent for all experimental procedures and local
institutional ethical approval (University of Wollongong
Human Research Ethics Committee: HE13/188) was granted
in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki (1975).

Experimental Apparatus and Setup

The experimental setup has been described in detail previ-
ously (4, 9). Briefly, participants stood within the center of a
fully adjustable, custom-built semicircular array consisting
of 13 evenly spaced light targets (diameter: 25 mm; spacing:
15� increments). Muscle activity for 14 muscles across the
trunk and focal (arm) segment were recorded using two
Bagnoli 8-channel surface electromyography (sEMG) sys-
tems (Delsys, Boston, MA.) sampling at 1,000 Hz. The follow-
ing trunk muscles were recorded bilaterally using guidelines
from SENIAM (29) and prior muscle architecture work (9):
rectus abdominis [left (RAl), right (RAr)], external oblique
[left (EOl), right (EOr)], combined internal oblique and trans-
versus abdominis [left (IOTrAl), right (IOTrAr)], lumbar erec-
tor spinae [left (LumESl), right (LumESr)], multifidus [left
(Multl), right (Multr)], and latissimus dorsi [left (Latl), right
(Latr)]. The anterior (ADelr) and posterior heads (PDelr) of
the deltoid muscles for the reaching arm were also recorded.
Three-dimensional whole body kinematics were recorded
using a 10-camera Bonita motion capture system (Vicon,
Oxford, UK) sampling at 200 Hz. Retroreflective markers
were positioned according to the Vicon PluginGait model.
Kinematic data and analog sEMG signals were captured
through a Vicon Giganet controller (Vicon, Oxford, UK) and
synchronized with a customized LabVIEW program (v. 2013,
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National Instruments, Austin, TX) controlling target light
illumination using a single trigger switch.

Experimental Procedures

Before each trial, participants stood quietly at their pre-
ferred mediolateral stance width and centered in the array.
The index finger of the right hand was placed at the base of

the sternum, and shoulders were aligned perpendicular to
the anterior and centrally located 90� target. Array height
was centered at the level of the right acromion process and
individual targets were adjusted to one of three predeter-
mined distances from the body; at each participant’s total
reach length (100% total reach length), measured from the
sternum to the tip of the right index finger with the shoulder
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Figure 1. A: schema of predicted module
weightings (Wi) and module tuning (Ci) as
a function of mobility, stability, or changing
task demands as trunk involvement
increases across reach distance. In the cur-
rent study, targets necessitated reaching
movements to 70%, 100%, or 130% of total
arm length (see METHODS) to produce move-
ments within and beyond arm’s length. For
movement to targets requiring right rotation
(e.g., 0�–30� represented by the gray bar in
Ci), increases in weightings for muscles driv-
ing movement (i.e., greater contributions in
Wi of muscles producing right rotation, Rr,
see solid color) would show greater module
tuning in the same direction as the move-
ment goals. If reflective of a postural control
strategy for mobility (i.e., pPA = Movement
Goals), extracted module weightings and
coefficient tuning would remain similar irre-
spective of reach distance, such that Wi 70%

� Wi 130% and Ci 70% � Ci 130%. B: schema of
experimental setup for reach paradigm.
Ant., anterior; Lr, muscles producing leftward
(counterclockwise) rotation; Post., posterior;
pPA, preparatory postural adjustment; Pred.,
prediction; rot., rotation; Rr, muscles produc-
ing rightward (clockwise) rotation.
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in neutral scapular retraction and arm extended, within
(70% total reach length) and beyond arm reach (130% total
reach length). These distances were chosen as 1) the bounds
for trunk involvement in a visually guided reaching task
have previously been reported to occur at 80%–90% of total
reach length (30, 31), 2) many prior studies of preparatory
muscle activity during arm movements have occurred at
100% of total reach length (i.e., generally during an arm-rais-
ing task requiring a single planar shoulder movement; 32,
33), and 3) the 130% reach distance is known to elicit prepar-
atory postural adjustments in the trunk and lower limb with-
out causing imbalance (4, 6, 9).

Reaching trials to each distance were performed in a
blocked format with a randomized time delay preceding tar-
get illumination (500–1,000 ms). Upon illumination, partici-
pants reached out and depressed the target, maintaining this
final position until the end of data collection (total collection
period = 3,000 ms). No other instructions were given regard-
ing movement execution. For familiarization, two reaching
trials for each direction and distance were performed before
data collection (n = 2 trials � 13 directions � 3 distances). In
total, data collection consisted of 585 reaching trials (i.e., n =
15 trials � 13 directions � 3 distances). For each distance, an
additional 15 trials were conducted (in which no target illu-
minated) to ensure movement initiation was not preemptive
or preceded the stimulus (i.e., light onset). To counteract any
fatiguing effects of the protocol, participants received 5-min
rest periods between blocks of 50 trials and between each
block of reaching distances.

Data Preprocessing

Analyses were completed offline using customizedMATLAB
scripts (v. 2013b; The MathWorks, Natick, MA). Kinematics
were low-pass filtered using a second-order Butterworth algo-
rithm at 20 Hz. Raw analog sEMG signals were high-pass fil-
tered at 35 Hz (to removemotion artifact), demeaned, rectified,
and low-pass filtered at 100 Hz (2nd-order Butterworth) for vis-
ualization. Movement onset of the reaching task was deter-
mined using the bell-shaped tangential velocity profile of the
right index finger. A threshold of 3% of the peak velocity was
chosen, with movement initiation being the first value exceed-
ing, and movement termination the first value reducing, after
the peak (34). Peak changes in trunk flexion angle and center
of mass excursion in the anteroposterior and mediolateral
planes, as well as tangential center of mass velocity and accel-
eration, were calculated over the movement time. For muscle
activity, a conservative period 250 ms preceding movement
onset (termed the preparatory postural adjustment period, or
pPA period) was chosen and divided into five 50-ms epochs
(i.e., pPA1–pPA5) to assess the spatial and temporal organiza-
tion of trunkmusculature in preparingmovement initiation.

Mean muscle activity was calculated to produce a single
value for every trial combination within each of the three
reaching distances. This resulted in am� smatrix consisting
of 14 muscles (m) and 975 samples (s), a combination of all
time epochs and reaching directions for every trial (i.e., 975
samples = 5 epochs � 13 directions � 15 trials). Due to the
variation in gain among participants for muscles, sEMG val-
ues were normalized based on the maximum sEMG elicited
across all epochs, directions, and trials, such that all values

lay between 0 and 1. Activations were also normalized to
unit variance to ensure that future synergy extraction was
not biased by muscles exhibiting high variance, such that
the sum of squares for each row (i.e., muscle) was equal to
one (35). To allow for future comparisons of similarity
between motor modules across the different distances of
reach, this unit variance was removed after synergy extrac-
tion and restored to its original scaling (17). Pooled values
could then be visually represented as muscle tuning curves
over the time epochs to depict the evolution of preparatory
postural adjustments. To characterize the directional bias
present in muscle activity, data for the final preparatory
phase (i.e., pPA5) was pooled for all participants and com-
pared using principal component analysis. The first princi-
pal component (and respective total percentage of variability
accounted for, VAF) acted as a measure of similarity in tun-
ing across participants (6).

Motor Module Extraction Using Nonnegative Matrix
Factorization

Although a number of techniques are available to reduce
high-dimensional data sets recorded during complex motor
behaviors, nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) is a
particularly appealing method for the analysis of muscle
activity. From a physiological perspective, the “nonnega-
tive” subspace in which the extracted modules are derived
better reflect the interaction between motoneuronal firing
and muscle activation (35). NMF has previously been used
in a number of tasks to extract motor modules (for recent
and comprehensive reviews, refer to Refs. 13, 23, 24,
36, and 37). Based on methods adapted from the study by
Lee and Seung (38), when a recorded sample of muscle ac-
tivity (ms) is analyzed, it may be represented by the linear
combination of a number of fixed motor modules (W)
recruited by module recruitment coefficients [Ci(t)]. If re-
flective of a mechanism adopted by the CNS in simplifying
motor control, it is expected that the predicted summation
of muscle activity (mpred) should be able to approximate
the original pattern of muscle activity across time (e.g., the
pPA period) and condition (reaching distance and direc-
tion) such that

ms tð Þ ffi mpred tð Þ ¼
XNmod

i¼1
Ci tð Þ �Wi þ residual;

where, for each motor module (i), a coactivated group of
muscles (Wi) are recruited through a relative activation coef-
ficient (Ci) that determines the contribution of each compo-
nent to the overall motor module. Across time and
conditions, this coefficient is understood to be related to the
change in neural command modifying the identified motor
module (20).

As the number of motor modules (Nmod) must be speci-
fied before extraction, established criteria were used to
determine the fewest selection able to accurately charac-
terize the data set (20, 39–41). After extracting 1–14 motor
modules for each participant and reaching distance, the
goodness-of-fit of each module reconstruction was quanti-
fied using a measure of the variability accounted for (or
VAF) within the original data set, defined as 100 � uncen-
tered Pearson correlation coefficient, which requires the
regression to pass through the origin (42). Similar to prior
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work (11, 39, 41), one global criterion (VAFoverall) and two
local criteria (VAFmuscle, VAFcondition) were used to esti-
mate the necessary number of motor modules. VAFoverall

was required to exceed 90% to ensure that this was indica-
tive of relevant features across the entire data set (i.e.,
reaching direction, pPA period, and trial), with local crite-
ria requiring the VAF for each muscle (VAFmuscle), as well
as all muscles within each pPA period (VAFcondition) to
exceed 75% VAF. To validate this selection, original VAF
values were compared with VAF values identified from
module reconstructions undertaken on a shuffled data set.
This shuffled data set retained the salient features of the
original data set (e.g., values, ranges, and variances), with
only the relationships between muscles being removed (17,
35). Data sets were then resampled 500 times using a boot-
strapping with replacement procedure where the VAF was
recalculated after each iteration to produce a distribution
of VAF values. Estimations of the 95% confidence intervals
(CIs) for the original and shuffled data sets were then com-
pared. As a means of cross validating the extracted mod-
ules from individual reaching distances, these methods
were also applied to the pooled data set of all reach distan-
ces combined for an individual. Further validation of the
reconstruction of individual muscle activity from motor
modules extracted from pooled data showed consistency
across all participants in goodness-of-fit measures repre-
senting both the magnitude (VAF) and shape (r2) of the
tuning profiles (mean r2 = 0.66 ± 0.16; mean VAF = 99.35 ±
0.56). Although the predictive power of extracted motor
modules was weaker for individual motor modules, these
were also able to reconstruct muscle activity across epochs
on a single trial basis. Future interpretations were based
on modules extracted from the individual distance-based
reach conditions.

Module order was first determined based on module com-
parisons with the strongest relationships between weight-
ings (Wi). Correlation coefficients were calculated between
each extracted muscle synergy weighting (W) within partici-
pants across each reaching distance and across participants
for a particular reaching distance. Motor modules were
deemed to be similar when correlation coefficients exceeded
the critical value of r > 0.661 (corresponding to a P = 0.01 for
14 muscles), with modules paired with only one other mod-
ule for an individual. For module pairs that did not exceed
the critical value for similarity, module recruitment profiles
displaying similar spatial tuning were grouped. As the num-
ber of motor modules extracted for each participant can dif-
fer, the number of shared motor modules was calculated
using the following formula: 100 � [nsimilar/(nmod70% þ
nmod100% þ nmod130% � nsimilar)], where the number of
similar modules (nsimilar) is divided by the number of
extracted modules (nmod) within each of the 70%, 100%, and
130% reach distance subtasks (11, 43).

Other Statistical Analyses

Changes in trunk excursion, CoM displacement, and peak
tangential CoM velocity across conditions of reach distance
were assessed using separate two-way repeated-measures
ANOVA (Distance � Direction) in the SPSS statistical pack-
age (v. 21, IBM, Oregon). Bonferroni–Holm adjustments were

applied to main ANOVA results to reduce the family-wise
error rate before determining significance across related
measures. This was achieved by altering the initial level of
significance (alpha = 0.05) with respect to the total number
of tests performed (e.g., 14 muscles � 3 main effects/interac-
tion) to produce a more conservative significance level
(alpha = 0.0011). Greenhouse–Geisser adjustments were
made in cases where violations of sphericity were observed.
When applicable, post hoc analyses were conducted with
Bonferroni adjustment for multiple pairwise comparisons.

RESULTS

Trunk Excursion and Center of Mass Displacement
Change as a Function of Reach Distance

The contribution of the trunk to final reach posture, CoM
displacement, and peak tangential CoM velocity were altered
across reaching distances (Fig. 2, A–C). When compared
across each reaching distance, interaction effects were
observed for trunk excursion in the anteroposterior (AP)
plane (Distance � Direction: F24,96 = 16.294, P < 0.001, g2

p =
0.803), and mediolateral (ML) plane (Distance � Direction:
F24,96 = 8.742, P < 0.001, g2

p = 0.686). Specifically, AP excur-
sion was greater in the 130% reach distance (i.e., 100% reach
vs. 130% reach, 15�–180�, P < 0.023), with only the 90� target
showing significant differences between within arm-reach-
ing distances (70% vs. 100% reach, P = 0.036). For ML excur-
sion, differences were more prominent when reaching
beyond arm’s length to ipsilateral targets (0�–30�, P < 0.017)
and when initially crossing the midline (90�–120�, P <

0.047). In contrast, contralateral targets tended to show sig-
nificant changes between within-reach distances (70% reach
vs. 100% reach: 105�–150�, P < 0.005). Changes were also
seen in CoM excursion (AP: Distance � Direction, F24,96 =
88.805, P < 0.001, g2

p = 0.957; ML: Distance � Direction,
F24,96 = 21.604, P < 0.001, g2

p = 0.844). Ipsilateral targets (0�–
60�) showed differences as reach progression moved beyond
arm’s reach (i.e., 100% vs. 130% reach, P < 0.026), whereas
central and contralateral targets (105�–180�) showed
increases in AP excursion across all reach distances (i.e., 70%
reach vs. 100% reach and 100% reach vs. 130% reach, P <
0.016). ML excursion increased only once reaching moved
beyond arm’s length (100% reach vs. 130% reach, 0�–150�,
P < 0.045). Peak tangential CoM velocity (F24,96 = 3.136, P <

0.001, g2
p = 0.440) increased across centrally located targets

(100% vs. 130% reach, 60�–135�, P< 0.042), with central/con-
tralateral targets (75�–180�) showing changes between within
arm-reaching distances (70% vs. 100% reach, P < 0.046).
Changes were not reflected in peak tangential CoM accelera-
tionmeasures (F24,96 = 1.004, P = 0.470, g2

p = 0.201); however,
these occurred at different phases of the reachingmovement
(Fig. 2D).

Similarity in Muscle Activation Profiles across Reaching
Distance

A consistent pattern of arm and trunk muscle activity was
found to precede movement onset across various directions
and distances of reach. This is highlighted for a typical par-
ticipant in Fig. 3, where mean muscle activity is shown for
five directions of movement and for each reaching distance.
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As reaching moved from within to beyond arm’s length (Fig.
3A), the amplitude of mean muscle activity generally
increased. Preparatory muscle activity was evident for a
number of trunk muscles in the period 250 ms before move-
ment onset (gray bar, Fig. 3A).

The earliest phases of the preparatory period (i.e., pPA1,
pPA2) often showed little directional tuning for any muscle.
As such, Fig. 3B shows the final three epochs (pPA3, pPA4,
and pPA5) relating to the 150 ms preceding movement onset
for each distance of reach. For the majority of muscles active
during the pPA period, intertrial variability (denoted by the
standard deviation at each reaching direction) allowed a rich
data set from which NMF extraction could occur. With
respect to variation in the spatial tuning of muscle activity
across different reaching distances, the most prominent
changes were the preparatory period in which activation
initiated, with activity beginning slightly earlier as reach-
ing distance increased (e.g., Latr, 70% vs. 100%, pPA4 vs.
5; IOTrAr, 130% vs. 70%/100%, pPA3 vs. 4; IOTrAl, 130%
vs. 70%/100%, pPA4 vs. 5; Fig. 3B). Qualitative tuning
could be identified in a number of muscles before move-
ment onset (e.g., pPA5 IOTrAl and LumESl; see Fig. 3B).
This was corroborated when tuning curve data for the final
preparatory phase (i.e., pPA5), pooled for all participants,
were compared using principal component analysis (Fig.
4). Across all analyzed muscles, the first principal compo-
nent was able to account on average for �87% (SD: 12%;
range: 57%–99%) of the VAF within the reconstruction of
muscle activity.

A Robust Set of Motor Modules Can Reproduce
Preparatory Muscle Activity for Reaching

For each participant, motor modules identified through
NMF could accurately reproduce the spatiotemporal

regularities of muscle activity recorded over a number of
directions andmovement distances. Commonmotormodules
were identified across reaching distances between each par-
ticipant andwithin participants across reaching distances.

The final determination of motor modules required
enabled us to recreate muscle activation patterns, account-
ing for >90% VAF regardless of muscle, reaching distance,
or epoch across all trials (VAFoverall, 95.53± 1.67; VAFmuscle,
92.3 ± 1.53; VAFcondition, 96.20± 1.40) when both conservative
global and local criteria were applied to individual and com-
bined (i.e., “POOLED”) data sets. The varying goodness-of-fit
measures (i.e., VAF) are highlighted in Fig. 5A for a single
participant across individual reaching distances. When esti-
mated, confidence intervals for the originally determined
number ofmotor modules weremuch higher than respective
values for the shuffled data set (see Fig. 5A, red vs. blue). On
average, the lower bound of the original VAF confidence
interval was 4.89 (±2.91) above that of the shuffled VAF but
often required the addition of extra motor modules to satisfy
the local criteria (75% VAF) for each muscle and condition
(e.g., Fig. 5B, ADelr, VAFmuscle).

When using the individual reaching distance data sets,
an average of five motor modules (range: 3–7) were found
that could adequately explain the pattern of muscle activ-
ity across all trials, distances, and time epochs (Fig. 5C).
Considering each participant separately, changes across
reaching distance often included either the addition or re-
moval of a single motor module. When these motor
modules were expressed in terms of their similarity,
approximately one-third of all motor modules were shared
across all reaching distances (28.15 ± 11.47%, Fig. 5D).
Comparisons made for targets always within arm’s reach
(i.e., Fig. 5D, 70%–100% reach) showed good agreement
between motor modules (86% shared), which dropped to
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57% when compared with the beyond arm length condi-
tion (i.e., Fig. 5D, 100%–130%). Distance-specific motor
modules were present but varied across participants and
was often limited to the addition of a single module
(13.44 ± 6.31%; Fig. 5D, Specific).

Recruitment of Similar Motor Modules Present across
All Reach Distances

Patterns of module weightings with similar module tuning
(i.e., module recruitment coefficients) were recruited across
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reaching distance and participants (Fig. 6) despite differen-
ces in the number of extracted motor modules (Wi). Muscles
were represented in multiple modules, varying in their level
of activity and often divided along structurally based ana-
tomical regions. For example, motor module W2 included

contralateral muscles (e.g., RAl, IOTrAl, and EOl) to a much
greater extent than ipsilateral muscles (with the exception of
the EOr), whereas W3 presented with reciprocal weightings.
Comparisons of module weightings across reaching distan-
ces for each participant (i.e., within-participant) were better
represented than those between-participants; however, this
influence was primarily attributable to a single participant
(S05) responsible for �77% of all dissimilar comparisons (24/
31 dissimilar comparisons out of 115 total comparisons).

Modules with relatively similar weightings also showed
spatiotemporal similarities inmodule tuning (Fig. 6, Tuning)
that aligned with experimentally recorded muscle activity
(Figs. 3 and 4). This included similar evolution of module
tuning for preparatory muscle activity beginning in the final
150–100ms preceding movement initiation (i.e., from pPA3–
pPA4) and showing peak directional tuning just before
movement initiation (i.e., pPA5, seen in Fig. 6, Ci). Motor
modules tended to bias either central (W1, W5), ipsilateral
(W3, W6), or contralateral (W2, W7) targets in a similar fash-
ion. As distance increased, ipsilateral and contralateral
motor modules showed a greater difference in activation as
movements neared the centrally located 90� target (e.g., see
W2 and W3). This was confirmed whenmodule tuning across
reaching distances were pooled across participants using
principal component analysis, with the primary principal
component showing good agreement (VAF: 76.26% þ
16.51%), especially across W1 (VAF: 71.89), W2 (VAF: 99.33),
andW3 (VAF: 99.18), modules that were shared across all par-
ticipants and reaching distances.

DISCUSSION
We examined the structure of motor activity of the trunk

muscles before the initiation of reaching to investigate if
changes in the expression of modularity were consistent with
the constraints of the task in terms of reach distance. Based
on our initial predictions (Fig. 1), if the nature of the task dic-
tated the production of preparatory postural adjustments, we
expected the structure of extracted motor modules to remain
similar (i.e., module weightings, Wi) with their spatial recruit-
ment (i.e., module tuning) altered to satisfy requirements
reflecting a shift of priorities from movement to balance as
reach distance is altered. Similarity in both the weightings
(Wi) and spatial tuning of motor modules in the current study
suggests that preparatory postural adjustments are tied to the
same task priority of mobility regardless of reach distance.
Although this supports our first prediction that movement
goals are prioritized over balance during the preparatory pe-
riod, the change in the number of modules extracted across
conditions highlights that certain task demands, not simply

Figure 3.Mean surface electromyography (sEMG) activity (A) and representative muscle tuning curves (B) for 2 arm and 12 trunk muscles of a typical par-
ticipant (S03) over 5 directions (0�, 45�, 90�, 135�, and 180�) for reaching to targets across reach distances (70%, 100%, and 130% total reach distance). A:
traces show a period of 500-ms preceding and proceeding movement onset. The shaded area represents the preparatory postural adjustment period,
occurring before finger movement onset (black solid line), where data pertaining to the motor module analysis is derived. B: tuning curves highlighting
the evolution of activation for muscles of the arm and trunk across the final 3 epochs of the preparatory postural adjustment period (pPA, 3–5) for reach-
ing to 70% (light gray), 100% (dark gray), and 130% (black) of total reaching distance. Epochs consist of mean muscle activity þ SD, for 15 trials, recorded
over a 50-ms window for each muscle (filled circles). ADelr, right anterior deltoid muscle; EOl, left external oblique muscle; EOr, right external oblique
muscle; IOTrAl, left combined internal oblique and transversus abdominis muscle; IOTrAr, right combined internal oblique and transversus abdominis
muscle; Latl, left latissimus dorsi muscle; Latr, right latissimus dorsi muscle; LumESl, left lumbar erector spinae muscle; LumESr, right lumbar erector spi-
nae muscle; Multl, left multifidus muscle; Multr, right multifidus muscle; PDelr, right posterior deltoid muscle; RAl, left rectus abdominis muscle; RAr, right
rectus abdominis muscle.
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related to stability (and CoM minimization), may also be
reflected in movement preparation. Therefore, although we
provide interpretations of our results within the context of
consistency inmodularity, additional arguments are provided
that consider underlying control mechanisms that may relate
to task demands within the current experiment.

CommonModular Features Are Present across Reach
Distances

Within each participant, a similar number of modules
were required for accurate reconstruction of preparatory

trunkmuscle activity across reaching distances. This was de-
spite differences in the timing of muscle activation during
the epochs preceding reach onset within each reaching con-
dition. For example, motor modules were seen with greater
activation in the earlier phases of movement preparation
(pPA3 and pPA4) for the furthest target distance that aligned
with raw muscle activity changes, supporting earlier studies
demonstrating changes inmuscle onsets with reach distance
(44). Although not shown in the current manuscript,
changes in module tuning across time epochs showed evi-
dence of an evolution of spatial tuning as reach distance
increased. For example, motor modules within the 70% and
100% reaching distances sometimes showed small relative
activations with flat tuning, but when these modules were
assessed for the 130% reaching distance, a clear translation
to directionally biased activity persisted. When similarity in
modules were compared between reaching distances (i.e.,
70% vs. 100% and 100% vs. 130%), comparisons of modules
between within arm-reaching distances showed strong
agreement (mean: 86%, Fig. 5D: 70%–100%), which persisted
to a lesser degree for beyond arm reaching (mean: 57%, Fig.
5D: 100%–130%). When compared across individuals, partic-
ipants showed differences in the total number ofmotor mod-
ules required for accurate reconstruction of preparatory
trunk muscle activity, which was reflected in a reduced per-
centage of total shared modules (mean: 28%, Fig. 5D: All).
However, dissimilar modules were not limited to a single
reaching distance and most likely reflect subtle changes to
modules occurring on a continuum (as reach distance
increased), rather than a complete alteration in their compo-
sition. Across participants, modules extracted for S05 can
explain �77% of dissimilar between-participant compari-
sons. Whether such differences are due to the greater total
number of modules extracted, such that modules combined
in other participants were recruited separately in S05, are
unclear but makes it difficult to attribute this solely to
changes in strategy across reach distances.
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An addition of motor modules across reach distance may
have represented an increase in the neuromuscular com-
plexity required for that particular reaching distance (43) or
the necessity for task-specific motor modules to be added for
successful EMG reconstruction (20). In fact, the identifica-
tion of subject-specific motor modules is not new and
thought to highlight the capability of a motor module to
account for the internal dynamics of the system in creating a
unique motor strategy (45, 46). This may also align with the
addition of task-specific modules as seen when tasks bias
stability. For example, while a number of similar modules
are present between perturbed balance and gait tasks, accu-
rate reconstruction of stabilizing automatic postural
responses (or APRs) was only possible with the addition of a
task-specific motor module related to stability and allowing
posterior movement of the CoM (11). Alternatively, such
changes in module number and variability within module
composition (i.e., across the continuum of within to beyond
arm reaching and represented by the reduced value of
shared modules, i.e., Fig. 5D) may reflect the combination
of behavioral goals with local needs to fully account for
task demands to drive CoM displacement. Evidence from
single limb studies investigating contributions of muscle

activity toward task-level goals (i.e., joint motion) and
local joint-level biomechanical features (e.g., joint stresses
to passive structures) have shown that covariation in acti-
vations are higher for muscle pairs necessitating control of
joint stresses when compared with those optimizing task
performance (47). However, adaptations of the CNS to per-
turbation of the system (via nerve lesions or mechanical
alterations of muscle action) have shown that a compro-
mise between task performance and regulating internal
biomechanical joint stresses prevails (48, 49). Also, the
subjective control of reaching, where either movement or
balance efficiency are prioritized, can occur on a partici-
pant-specific basis (50). This could explain the lack of uni-
formity across participants in the addition of motor
modules catering for a specific distance and function (i.e.,
stability or movement).

What Do CommonModular Features across Reach
Distances Suggest about the Control of Posture and
Movement?

Due to the robust nature of motor modules previously
shown to be shared across a range of static, balance, and
dynamic movement tasks (10, 17–20, 22, 51), it was possible
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that the same motor modules would be extracted regardless
of the need for movement or stability (Fig. 1). Activation
coefficients could then alter in their spatial recruitment,
such that reach distances that required stability might show
reciprocal tuning to those that assist movement. The initial
findings of common modular features add to the evidence
that motor modules may represent the building blocks of
movement that are organized based on the biomechanical
considerations of the task (46).

We can attempt to interpret the structure of motor mod-
ules derived from preparatory muscle activity within previ-
ously defined models of coordination between posture and
movement (3, 52). First, if similarly composed motor mod-
ules were extracted across all reaching distances it would
lend further support to a hierarchical mode of control (53,
see Fig. 11 in Ref. 52). Module recruitment would then be
contingent on the biomechanical consequences of the task.
Within the context of the current study, the similarity of
motor modules across reaching distance supports global
coordination of focal and postural goals. Considering that
module tuning remained spatially robust in their recruit-
ment of a particular motor module, regardless of reaching
distance, this suggests that the biomechanical consequences
(e.g., minimizing CoM displacement as reach distance
increased) are not prioritized. Indirectly, the constancy of
modular organization, coupled with the consistency in
their recruitment would support the view that the CNS
organizes preparatory activity for movement rather than
balance (4, 6, 7, 9).

For each participant, the constancy in motor module
number across distances aligns with the conservation of
motor modules seen for a variety of paradigms altering pos-
tural configurations and biomechanical contexts (10, 11, 17,
35, 43, 51). Within these contexts, motor modules have been
associated with rectifying task-level errors, such as the devia-
tion of the CoM (54, 55) or control of the center of pressure
(CoP) (56). If the same task-level goals are considered during
the programming of preparatory postural adjustments, the
presence of motor modules in the current study, composed
of similar muscle weightings and spatial recruitment pat-
terns irrespective of reach distance, would suggest that feed-
back and feedforward modes of postural control may use
similar modular mechanisms for controlling task-level dis-
placement of the CoM within the base of support (6, 7, 9, 57).
Considering the functional anatomy of muscles weighted
highly for each spatially defined module, the preparation of
movement goals seem to outweigh potential challenges to
stability despite the fact that within arm-reaching distances
could successfully be achieved without trunk involvement.
Changes to the number of modules extracted, and their
reduced directional specificity, may also reflect changes in
task demands required to tune muscle stiffness in prepara-
tion of the upcoming movement. Recent work has shown
that proprioceptive afferent firing is tuned to task goals by
preemptively modulating feedback gains, thus altering com-
pliance of the muscle in response to stretch (58). This aligns
with changes expected in state estimation that underlie in-
ternalmodels associated with optimal feedback control theo-
ries and which are known to be influenced by reach distance
(59). Considering that reaching under postural challenge
also retains similar spatiotemporal features of preparatory

activity, which produce similar initial task-level outcomes
(i.e., CoM displacement), yet overlay changes inmuscle coac-
tivation (potentially associated with tuning mechanical stiff-
ness) lend support to such features underlying task demands
ultimately necessary to generate appropriatemovement (6).

If modularity is a hard-wired component of the CNS, its
presence within feedforward responses may lend further
support to the notion that it may be subcortical or spinal in
nature (36, 40). In our previous study (9), we suggested that
the diffuse connections of the reticulospinal tract may pro-
vide the neuroanatomical basis for the execution of postural
adjustments. Furthering this line of inquiry, the implication
of the pontomedullary reticular formation (PMRF) in both
feedforward-based anticipatory postural adjustments (APAs)
(60, 61) and feedback-based APRs (62), coupled with the con-
servation of motor modules in both scenarios, provides a ba-
sis for the reticulospinal tract in using modular control.
Cortical and subcortical structures may then be responsible
for the modulation and task-specific recruitment of such
motor modules (36). For preparatory postural adjustments,
the supplementarymotor areamay provide this higher-order
control, as experimentally derived and pathological altera-
tions are known to alter their timing andmagnitude (63–65).

Limitations

As numerous methods are available for the extraction,
and assessment of motor modularity, the modules identified
in the current study reflect one representation of the coordi-
nation present during reaching to targets requiring varying
levels of trunk involvement. Therefore, interparticipant vari-
ability may have been due to a combination of methodologi-
cal decisions. First, our limited sample and decision to
prioritize a number of conservative methodological proce-
dures to identify modules likely added to the interpartici-
pant variability. For example, using a less conservative
approach that has also been used widely throughout the lit-
erature (i.e., VAFoverall > 90%) would have yielded much
fewer modules extracted and often resulted with a merging
of module weightings that presented with similar coefficient
tuning (e.g., W1 with W5, W2 with W6, and W4 with W7).
Therefore, it is not known whether interparticipant differen-
ces were simply due to the greater number of modules
extracted for S05, or if S05 adopted a different strategy to
produce similar spatial tuning outcomes. Future work might
also leverage new techniques beyond arbitrary VAF thresh-
olds (e.g., single-trial task decoding: 66, 67). In addition, it
cannot be discounted that our results highlight the ability
for module tunings to be reconstructed by weightings that
are only relatively similar at best based on similarity criteria.
Greater consensus regarding best practices to applying mod-
ular decomposition analyses to motor activity may provide
potential solutions to this factor in the future.

Conclusions

Considering the spatial recruitment of motor modules in
the preparation of reaching and their generalization across
reach distance despite varying degrees of trunk involvement,
the current results support our previous findings that trunk
muscle activity for reaching favors the initiation of move-
ment, rather than the strict maintenance of balance.
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